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This project aims to increase the credit cycle for Simpl as a means to differentiate it from
other BNPL apps and EMI schemes. By offering multi-level options of 30 days, 3 months
& 6-month, with the 30-day option as interest free period, it can massively increase value
proposition,

Problem

❖ Banks are launching their own BNPL Models: Simpl needs to compete with
other BNPL, and it can do so by providing an extended interest-free period for
credit payments.

❖ EMI Adoption: EMI adoption means people get an extended period of credit
from existing channels like credit cards and lately debit-only EMI. Simpl needs to
ramp up its types of offering.

Why this problem?

❖ Low Satisfaction of existing solutions: Credit Cycles in India today are
extremely broken, with less discounts, crappy interfaces. EMI adoption is
increasing and BNPL models need a revamp. If Simpl does not capture market
now, it might be too late.

❖ Banks are more trusted: Due to years of expertise in underwriting, banks are
more trusted. As ML based models are new, Simpl needs to attack consumer
psychology by providing higher value propositions and create a Delta 4 level
product to move consumers away from Bank interfaces.

Who are we building for?
❖ Metro City User: A typical user of Simpl is between 20-45 years, living in a

metro city, having a good credit score. They are likely to purchase e-commerce
and online delivery, and understand the value of 1-click purchase as well as
short-term credit.

❖ Gig Economy: However, Simpl needs to expand beyond this user base. It needs
to focus on awareness & acquisition in the marketing funnel. Increasing the credit
cycle will help do that as more people get attracted to extended interest-free
credit. By extending credit period, gig workers & freelancers who are not sure of
their paycheck can actually reduce variability in their lifestyle by adopting



short-term credit. This way they will be able to estimate their monthly expenses,
and pay off when they receive payment for their services.

Solution

❖ Increasing interest-free period (Feature 1): A 10-day grant period can be
awarded to the user to avoid abrupt late payment charges. Usually, Simpl
provides only a period of 2 days after the first payment notification, which is not
sufficient for a busy metro city user. If it wants to differentiate from other BNPL
apps, a grace period is essential.

❖ Increase payment timeline options (Feature 2): Introduce 3-month and
6-month credit period for a fixed interest rate as well in order to compete with
EMI. The extended period can be shown on the e-commerce portal with single
tap and double tap as user interface options.

Experiment

A/B Testing will be required after building/updating the features required. We will market
feature 1 to 10% of the existing user base in tier 2 cities and 5% of existing user base in
tier 1 cities. The rationale is that tier 2 users would use the feature very differently from
tier 1 users.

❖ Tier 1 city Users Feature 1 - The success metric here would be Average
number of days in grace period to make payment. This number ideally should be
somewhere between 2-3 days. This would mean that users are successfully
making payments without taking the payment period too lax. If the metric is less
than 2 days, then (assuming sufficient notifications), it can be safely assumed
that the extended period is unnecessary. If greater than 3 days, it would mean
that users are behaving incorrectly, and pushing payments till the final date. An
A/B Test would be run, and if the required period is 2-3 days, then the feature
would be pushed to all users, else we have to go back to the drawing board.

❖ Tier 2 city Gig Users Feature 1 - These users will always wait for the last
moment to make the payments. They are not users who have a regular stream of
income, and thus are looking at Simpl to make a predictable living. The success
metric here would be % increase in # transactions made by Gig Workers in a
month. If the number is greater than 20%, then the features justify the effort.
Otherwise, we have to go back to the drawing board.

❖ Tier 1 city Users Feature 2 - The metric here would be % increase in the
number of transactions happening via a 3-month & 6-month period. This feature
is to increase the top funnel for Tier 1 city users who may not want short term
credit. A 20% increase would be a good target metric.

❖ Tier 2 city Users Feature 2 - The metric here would be Avg. # transactions that
have moved from interest-free period to other period transactions. The more



people that opt to switch, the more confirmation we get that this is an important
feature.

Out Of Scope

❖ Major UX Changes: Only minor additions to app/vendor interface are allowed.
❖ Major Marketing Spend: Till the time A/B Tests are being done, Marketing

budget will be limited and targeted.
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Tech Notes

❖ .User
➔ Username
➔ Email
➔ Name

❖ .Transaction
➔ Transaction ID
➔ Username
➔ Period Length
➔ Date
➔ Vendor Name

❖ .Account
➔ Pending Amount
➔ Limit
➔ Due Date
➔ Grace Period (GP)
➔ Activated/Unactivated GP
➔ Converted/Non-Converted to EMI

Timelines

❖ Week 1 (Design): Finalizing design for both features, building user stories,
distributing work.

❖ Week 1 & 2 & 3 (ML & Finance): Building the underwriting models for 3-month &
6-month period.

❖ Week 2 & 3 (Tech): Building the frontend and backend systems for the feature.
❖ Week 4 (Integration): Integration of tech with ML underwriting models.
❖ Week 5 (Testing): Load testing, functional testing etc. for backend & frontend
❖ Week 6 (Release): Rollout & Release

Future Work

If the test does not succeed: Need to move to the next set of prioritised solutions, like
on-boarding, Points, P2P Loans etc.

If the test succeeds: Roll out at larger scale


